It seems established that infinitives used in declarative infinitive clauses (DeclarInfCl) convey relative temporality in Classical Greek, with the aorist infinitive referring to anteriority, the present infinitive to simultaneity, and the future infinitive to posteriority. In Hellenistic/Roman Greek and in Early Byzantine Greek, by comparison, DeclarInfCl do not display the same variety of infinitive forms. These periods appear to avoid the aorist infinitive while manifesting a very common use of perfect infinitives and stative present infinitives in DeclarInfCl. These tendencies stand in a complex relation to other developments in the post-Classical period. This paper accounts for what appears to be the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, claiming that this phenomenon is most likely related to the perfect infinitive adopting the function of conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl.
Introduction
This paper discusses a development that affected Ancient Greek declarative infinitive clauses (DeclarInfCl). This is a common term in Greek grammars and goes back to Kurzová (1968) . A DeclarInfCl is dependent on verbs of saying and thinking, and "represents a statement or thought of the subject of the main verb concerning some state of affairs in the 'real' world" (Rijksbaron 2006: 97) . It is distinguished from the so-called dynamic infinitive, which is posterior to the main clause and refers to the state of affairs that exists "δυνάμει 'potentially" ' (loc. cit.) . An example of a DeclarInfCl is:
(1) ὃν whom αὐτός he φησι say.3sg.pres πατέρα father.acc αὑτοῦ of.him εἶναι be.pres.inf 'of whom he says that he is his father ' (Lys. 13.91.) It seems that, in the post-Classical period, DeclarInfCl underwent significant changes concerning their aspectual and temporal properties. The aorist infinitive-my focus here-offers a particularly interesting development. There are reasons to believe that its use in the declarative infinitive construction steadily declined in the post-Classical period. This observation goes back to such early works as Burton (1898) , who draws attention to this phenomenon in the New Testament (nt). In addition, the aorist infinitive appears to be avoided in this construction, in that it occurs in the non-literary papyri contemporary with the nt (Kavčič Forthcoming a) .
My first aim is to provide additional evidence for the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. Second, I seek to explain this phenomenon as it is an issue that has not been explicitly addressed in the aforementioned studies dealing with DeclarInfCl in the post-Classical period. This seems to be a particularly intricate task because the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl could be related to more than one process that took place in this period, including phonological changes, the retreat of the synthetic perfect and future tenses, and the retreat of the infinitive in general.
It is assumed that the phenomenon examined cannot be properly accounted for without addressing the elementary issue of whether Ancient Greek verb stems encode aspect or tense.1 This issue remains open, but is addressed briefly in Section 2, which summarizes previous findings concerning DeclarInfCl in Classical and in Hellenistic/Roman Greek. Section 3 adds further evidence in their support, and Section 4 attempts to account for the decline of the aorist Brian Joseph. I would also like to express my sincere thanks to the Alexandros S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation, as its financial support made the preparation of this paper possible. 1 The term Ancient Greek is to be distinguished from the term Classical Greek. The latter refers to the Greek of the fifth and the fourth centuries bc, whereas the former is a broader term. It subsumes the Classical period, in addition to earlier periods (e.g., Homer) and the Hellenistic/Roman period (3rd century bc-4th century ad). infinitive in DeclarInfCl. First, it examines whether this decline is related to the phonological processes (4.1) that took place in Hellenistic/Roman Greek and to the process of the infinitive disappearing (4.2). The latter section provides two hypotheses concerning the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. Section 5 then draws attention to the semantics of the perfect in the post-Classical period (5.1), leading to an additional hypothesis concerning the phenomenon examined (5.2; revisiting Kavčič Forthcoming b). Finally, in section 6, these hypotheses are examined in terms of diachronic tendencies concerning frequencies of the present, the aorist, and the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl.
Aspect/Tense in Ancient Greek DeclarInfCl
It is clear that Ancient Greek clearly displays cases of DeclarInfCl conveying temporal distinctions and that the aorist infinitive conveyed anteriority.2 Thus the present infinitive in passage (1) refers to simultaneity. An example of a DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive and referring to anteriority is passage (2), whereas in passage (3) the future infinitive refers to posteriority. ' (Isoc. 12.249) Ancient Greek also had the perfect infinitive. However, DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive were rare in the Classical period, according to Rijksbaron (2006: 98) . An example is given in (4) ' They all thought that they were destroyed because the town was captured. ' (x., hg 7.1.19) In this case, the DeclarInfCl expresses a current state that concerns the subject of DeclarInfCl (namely, the inhabitants of Byzantium, who believe that they are destroyed), in addition to a completed anterior event (i.e., the inhabitants having been destroyed because their town was seized). The semantics of the Ancient Greek perfect has been a frequently discussed issue, and it appears widely accepted that, originally, the notion of a state was more prominent in cases such as (4) above than the notion of an anterior event; in addition, this state primarily concerned the subject (see Haspelmath 1992: 191-201; Haug 2004: 396; Bentein 2012a: 176; among others) . This perfect is usually called the "resultative perfect" and should be distinguished from the so-called "anterior perfect,"3 which emphasizes the anterior event, whereas the state it refers to should be understood in a "loose sense" (cf. Haug 2004: 301) . The anterior perfect is usually described as the perfect referring to an anterior event with current relevance (Bybee & Dahl 1989: 55; Haspelmath 1992: 190; Haug 2008: 293; Bentein 2012b: 206) .4 It is important to stress that the anterior perfect already appears to be attested in the Classical period and also in DeclarInfCl.5 An example is as follows: (5) ' (Lys., 32.27) 3 The term resultative perfect as adopted here does not entirely correspond to the traditional concept of the resultative perfect as understood in major studies on the history of the perfect in Greek (Chantraine 1927; Wackernagel 1904) . According to this traditional view, the resultative perfect emphasizes the state of the object and is to be distinguished from the "stative" perfect, which emphasizes the state of the subject; compare Rijksbaron (2006: 37) . In addition, the traditional approach does not distinguish between the resultative and anterior perfect. 4 Compare also Bentein (2012a: 178-181) , who gives a list of subcategories of the anterior and the resultative perfect and Greek examples. The term perfect can be used instead of the term anterior perfect. An example is Comrie (1981: 52) , who defines the "perfect" as follows: "More generally, the perfect indicates the continuing present relevance of a past situation." 5 See Haspelmath (1992: 209) , Haug (2008: 302) , and Slings (1994: 244) . present indicative were less frequent than the aorist indicative, whereas nonindicative present forms were somehow more frequent than the non-indicative aorist forms. On the other hand, Figure 1 shows that in all Classical authors investigated the present infinitive is significantly more frequent in DeclarInfCl than the aorist infinitive. (In some authors, the former is as much as nine times more frequent than the latter.) In other words, there is a distinction between the frequencies of the aorist and the present infinitive within DeclarInfCl that cannot be accounted for with the situation in the language as a whole. Moreover, as noted earlier in Section 2, DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive are characterized as "rare" by Rijksbaron (2006: 98) . If this view is adopted, it seems that DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive also need to be characterized as rare, given that, in most Classical texts, their frequencies are similar to the frequencies of DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive (see Kavčič Forthcoming b, for more details). It thus appears that DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive were relatively uncommon as early as the Classical period. As already mentioned, this tendency becomes particularly evident in Hellenistic/Roman Greek, in which DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive appear to be avoided.
It seems reasonable to assume that, in terms of Classical Greek, the low frequencies of DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive are at least in part related to the fact that what appears to be the most common verb (namely, 'be') had no aorist infinitive. Greek grammars usually state that the present infinitive was used in this case, as well as in general in DeclarInfCl, referring to anterior continuous/repeating events, or when the infinitive represents in a DeclarInfCl another function that usually associates with the imperfect (e.g., the conative use).10 In this case, the temporal reference is deduced from the context, examples including passages (6) and (7) However, this is an indication that the aorist infinitive encoded aspect rather than tense. That is, it seems reasonable to assume that, if the aorist infinitive encoded tense, it would also be used in DeclarInfCl referring to anterior continued or repeated events. Such a situation seems to obtain with the Latin perfect infinitive, which encodes tense rather than aspect (namely, anteriority)12 and thus appears in the same role in Latin as is believed to be the case with the aorist infinitive in Greek DeclarInfCl. Note that the Latin passage in (8), with a DeclarInfCl (qua usos esse oratores) arguably referring to a past repeating event, contains a perfect infinitive (usos esse) rather than a present infinitive (uti): (8) Temporal reference of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive can thus be accounted for in terms of their aspect, as suggested, for instance, by Sevdali (2006: 119) : "anteriority can be regarded as an effect of perfective aspect."13 As mentioned at the beginning of this section, this view is also adopted in this paper.
Present Infinitives in Classical Greek DeclarInfCl and Their
Significance for the Decline of the Aorist Infinitive Kavčič (Forthcoming b) also shows that in all periods of Ancient Greek, DeclarInfCl containing a present infinitive tended to be stative.14 A Classical Greek example of a DeclarInfCl containing a stative present infinitive (which clearly refers to a permanent condition) is passage (1).
12
Compare Pinkster (1990: 219) . 13
Compare Sevdali (2007: 6 The significance of these data is again commented on in Sections 4.2 and 6. At this point it should be emphasized that the low frequencies of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive cannot be accounted for in terms of the tendencies displayed in DeclarInfCl containing the present infinitive. In other words, DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive do not seem to display a tendency towards stativity. Passages such as (2) are clearly non-stative, the same as DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive γενέσθαι, which occurs frequently in Classical Greek DeclarInfCl. An example is passage (9): (9 The Aorist Infinitive in Hellenistic/Roman DeclarInfCl There are reasons to believe that, in the post-Classical period, the aorist infinitive was gradually omitted from DeclarInfCl. In fact, Burton (1898: 53) claims poral structure; they are the same throughout their duration, having no distinguishable phases; Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 119.) that the nt lacks what he calls the aorist infinitive in indirect discourse: "There is apparently no instance in the New Testament of the Aorist Infinitive in indirect discourse representing the Aorist Indicative of the direct form". Other more modern authors have made the same observation as well,15 though there has been some disagreement concerning this issue. Porter (1989: 389) However, (10), as well as other potential cases, can be interpreted as dynamic rather than declarative because they do not seem to refer to anteriority.16 Moreover, the avoidance of DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive appears to concern non-literary papyri as well. Kavčič (Forthcoming a) argues that in the corpus of the non-literary papyri contemporary with the nt17 there is hardly a convincing example to be found of an aorist infinitive in a DeclarInfCl. For instance, one of the seven potential examples is POxy 2190 (ad 100), which can be considered an example of an aorist infinitive only if the infinitive συμπαθεῖν is interpreted as an aorist infinitive of the verb συμπάσχω 'suffer together' rather than the present infinitive of the (stative) συμπαθέω 'be in the same condition' . In yet another example (PVindBosw 1, ad 87), the aorist infinitive ἐλθεῖν 'come' in a DeclarInfCl is no more than a suggestion by the modern editor. Nonetheless, even if all potential instances are accepted, the number of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive is very low in the non-literary papyri and far below the number of the perfect infinitive, as is stressed in the following section.18 15 Compare Thorley (1989: 295) , Fanning (1990: 401) . 16
Compare Kavčič (2009: 162 (Porter 1989: 181, 246) , which corresponds to Duhoux (2000: 155-156) in the respect that the perfect is less common than the present, the imperfect, and the aorist; compare Section 2.1.1.
Perfect < Present/Imperfect (10,602 words) < Aorist (11,653 words) Arguably, there is a significant distinction between this scale and the situation in DeclarInfCl. In both the nt and in the contemporary non-literary papyri, DeclarInfCl displays a ratio between the aorist infinitive and the perfect infinitive that is the reverse of what is believed to have been the situation in the language as whole: whereas 21% of all infinitives occurring in nt DeclarInfCl are perfect infinitives, there is no unequivocal case in the nt of a DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive.19 A nt example of a DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive is (11) The situation in the contemporary non-literary papyri is similar: the aorist infinitive is significantly less frequent in DeclarInfCl than the perfect infinitive, even if all potential cases of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive are taken into account (as already mentioned, there are seven such cases, representing 4.5% of all DeclarInfCl in the corpus). The number of DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive is over seven times higher, amounting to 34.5 % of the DeclarInfCl found in the corpus.21 The predominance of the perfect infinitive over the aorist infinitive is thus even stronger in Hellenistic/Roman Greek than in the Classical period.22 The issue of whether this phenomenon is related to the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is discussed below in Sections 5 and 6.
19
Compare Section 2.2.1. 20
Other nt cases: see Kavčič (2009: 158-161 (and earlier in Homer) . This also appears to be the case in Hellenistic/Roman Greek. Thus in the nt there is a strong tendency towards using the stative present infinitive, particularly the infinitive εἶναι 'be' , which represents 65% of all present infinitives occurring in DeclarInfCl.23 In addition, most other present infinitives occurring in nt DeclarInfCl are stative, with the share of nt DeclarInfCl containing a non-stative present infinitive reaching at most 7% of all DeclarInfCl.24 The situation in the contemporary non-literary papyri is similar, although the frequency of the infinitive εἶναι 'be' is far from being as high as in the nt (reaching approximately 22% of all present infinitives in DeclarInfCl; Kavčič Forthcoming a). Nevertheless, DeclarInfCl containing a stative present infinitive appear to be significantly more frequent in the non-literary papyri than those containing non-stative ones because the share of non-stative present infinitives in DeclarInfCl reaches 8 % in the corpus examined.25
2.2.4
The Relation between Future and Aorist Infinitive in Hellenistic/Roman DeclarInfCl This section analyses DeclarInfCl occurring in the nt and in the contemporary non-literary papyri from another perspective, namely, from the perspective of the relation between the future infinitive and the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. As pointed out below, this analysis could have an impact on the number of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive in Hellenistic/ Roman Greek.
It seems that future infinitives are very rare in the nt, which yields only one certain case of a future infinitive in DeclarInfCl, namely, the future infinitive of 23 See Kavčič (2009: 155-158 The number of twenty-one DeclarInfCl containing a future infinitive is based on modern papyri editions and has to be approached with some caution. Owing to morphological and phonological developments, the future infinitive (ending in -σειν) was frequently confused in Hellenistic/Roman Greek with the sigmatic aorist infinitive (ending in -σαι), particularly in the non-literary papyri documents.27 The same phenomenon is illustrated in the aforementioned nt passage, Jn 21.25, where the future infinitive χωρήσειν is an alternative reading of the aorist infinitive χωρῆσαι. Taking this into consideration could, of course, reduce the number of future infinitives in Hellenistic/Roman Greek
26
If χωρῆσαι is the correct reading, this could be another instance of a nt DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive. However, this does not seem to be a convincing case because it is not a declarative clause. 27
Compare Gignac (1981: 33) , Leiwo (2010: 116) , and Markopoulos (2009: 54-55) . See also Lucas (2012: 104) and Section 4.1 below.
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DeclarInfCl and yield additional cases of aorist infinitives. However, although this consideration does have some impact on the statistical data concerning Hellenistic/Roman Greek DeclarInfCl, the impact does not seem to be significant. As demonstrated in Kavčič (Forthcoming a), the interpretation of future infinitives ending in -σειν as an aorist infinitive still leaves the DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive less common than those containing the perfect (and present) infinitive, although the predominance of the perfect over the aorist infinitive is less marked in this case; as stated above in Section 2.2.2, this contrasts with the presumed situation in the language as a whole and could be related to the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. It is worth emphasizing that the available translations of the non-literary papyri examined do not support the assumption that the ambiguous infinitives are aorist rather than future infinitives. It seems that none of the DeclarInfCl containing an ambiguous infinitive could refer to anteriority, which is a property of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive. Evidently, the -σειν infinitives may well represent a future infinitive, which is another indication that the aorist infinitive was avoided in Hellenistic/Roman Greek DeclarInfCl. Nevertheless, it should perhaps not be excluded that the aforementioned confusion between the aorist and the future indicates that the original aspectual/temporal properties of these forms were lost in the post-Classical period. This assumption could account for the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl and is commented on in Section 4.1.
3
Further Evidence for the Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl 3.1 Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl in Light of the Demise of the Infinitive As is well known, Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine Greek are also characterized by the gradual retreat of the infinitive. In this process, DeclarInfCl were replaced with finite complement clauses introduced with ὅτι/ὡς (see Joseph 1983: 46-57) .
A phenomenon related to this process concerns the verb λέγω, which is the most common governing verb of DeclarInfCl in the Hellenistic/Roman texts investigated. As early as the Classical period, this verb could govern both DeclarInfCl and finite complement clauses, the latter being by far the most common complement after the (suppletive) aorist εἶπον (cf. Goodwin 1871: 192) . However, finite complement clauses after λέγω become even more common in the post-Classical period. According to Fournier (1946: 149) , they display a steady increase from at least the late 5th century bc, reaching as much as 90 % of all complement clauses after this verb after the end of the Classical period.
These data suggest that what appears to be the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl could be perhaps be no more than a coincidence, resulting from the fact that DeclarInfCl in general were significantly less common in Hellenistic/Roman Greek than in earlier periods. This assumption is further supported by the low frequencies of DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive in Classical Greek, a phenomenon that was discussed in Section 2.1.1. If DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive were already uncommon in Classical Greek, it is perhaps no more than a coincidence that they are even more uncommon in the Hellenistic/Roman texts investigated.
Nevertheless, an argument against this assumption concerns the consistency of statistical data regarding frequencies of the perfect infinitive in Hellenistic/Roman DeclarInfCl. The perfect infinitive, which displays similar frequencies in Classical Greek DeclarInfCl as the aorist infinitive (see Figure 1 ), thus consistently displays higher frequencies than the aorist infinitive in the Hellenistic/Roman texts. If it were no more than a statistical coincidence that the latter contain so few convincing instances of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, the same would be expected in the case of the perfect infinitive. Because this is not the case, it does not seem that it is a coincidence that the aorist infinitive is uncommon in Hellenistic/Roman DeclarInfCl.
3.2
DeclarInfCl in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine Literary Texts Unlike the texts examined in Section 2.2, Hellenistic/Roman literary texts provide clear instances of DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive. An example is given in (13) Because literary texts of this period are generally characterized by archaizing stylistic tendencies, the use of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is not unexpected. Note that DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive are commonly used in an even later author, namely in Procopius of Caesarea (6th century ad), whose language strictly follows the Classical Attic norm.29 Nevertheless, the assumption about the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is further supported by Early Byzantine authors who wrote in a less classicizing manner.30 According to Hult (1990: 222-223) , the works of Callinicus, Life of Hypatius (Call., v. Hyp.) ; Palladius, Historia Lausiaca (Pall., h. Laus.); and Marc the Deacon, Life of Porphyrius (Marc. Diac., v. Porph.) are non-Atticistic texts of the 5th century ad. Another example of a non-Atticistic text is believed to be Joannes Moschus' Spiritual Meadow (or Pratum Spirituale; Jo. Mosch., Prat.), which dates back to the sixth/seventh century ad.31 Figure 3 shows that DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive are highly uncommon in these texts.
The text that appears to be the least Atticistic-namely Call., v. Hyp. (Hult 1990 : 222)-does not display the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, and the language of the text that contains the most such examples (Marc. Diac., v. Porph.) is, owing to editorial issues, least representative of 5th century Greek (Hult 1990: 223) .
Figure 3 also shows that, the same as Hellenistic/Roman non-literary texts, the Early Byzantine non-Atticistic texts display a more common use of the perfect infinitive than the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. In by far the most cases, Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl contain a present infinitive. These DeclarInfCl dis-
29
Compare Horrocks (2010: 231) . Approximately 25% of DeclarInfCl contain the aorist infinitive in Procopius, the text analyzed, including: The Secret History 1-4 and History 1, 3. In other words, DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive are about equally common in Procopius and in Herodotus; compare Figure 1 . 30
As an anonymous reviewer commented, the use of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl in this case perhaps results from infinitive clauses being generally more common in Atticistic than in non-Atticistic texts. As a consequence, the absence of DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive in non-Atticistic texts could be a result of the low frequencies of infinitive clauses in these texts. This assumption has already been argued against in Section 3.1. Namely, it does not seem likely that the absence of DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive is only a statistical coincidence. If this were the case, one would expect DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive to be equally uncommon in the postClassical texts as DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive, given that in earlier periods the aorist and the perfect infinitive were about equally common in this construction (cf. Figure 1 ). 31
Compare Horrocks (2010: 225) . play the same tendency as earlier periods: the stative present infinitive strongly prevails over non-stative, the ratio between the two being 79 % to 21 %, respectively.
Taking into account the retreat of the future infinitive,32 it is expected that DeclarInfCl containing a future infinitive are not common in Early Byzantine non-Atticistic texts. They yield only one instance of a future infinitive in DeclarInfCl, namely ἔσεσθαι, the future infinitive of the verb 'be' , as seen in (14): (14) In general, the future infinitive is limited to Atticistic authors in this period (Hult 1990: 198) . 32 Compare Section 2.2.4. 33 Ancient Greek DeclarInfCl are sometimes introduced with the conjunction ὡς/ὅτι (cf. Jannaris 1968: 570). Such clauses are perhaps not to be counted among DeclarInfCl, given that this conjunction is usually associated with finite complement clauses. However, it is not very likely that this is the case in passage (14) because ὡς is used as a subordinate conjunction only by Atticistic authors in Early Byzantine Greek (Hult 1990: 180) . In addition, ὡς 'like' gives a plausible interpretation of this passage.
The Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl: Towards an Explanation
As already mentioned in Sections 2.2.4 and 3.2, Hellenistic/Roman DeclarInfCl display a decline of the future infinitive, in addition to a decline of the aorist infinitive. The situation with the future infinitive is shown in Figure 4 . However, there is also a significant distinction between the two. On the one hand, the decline of the future infinitive in DeclarInfCl can be accounted for in terms of the general retreat of the Ancient Greek synthetic future. On the other hand, it appears that no such process affected the aorist. Mandilaras (1973: 157) claims that "The aorist's fundamental notion of a simple occurrence stands out in the non-literary papyri just as much as in the Classical language (usage is similar in the n.t. and in the Koine writers)." In what follows, this paper seeks to account for what appears to be a decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. This section addresses whether or not this phenomenon could be accounted for, first in terms of Hellenistic/Roman Greek phonological processes and, second, in terms of the process of the infinitive disappearing. It ends with two different hypotheses concerning the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl.
4.1
The Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl in Light of Hellenistic/Roman Greek Phonological Processes It may seem reasonable to assume that the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl could be at least in part related to Hellenistic/Roman Greek phonological processes. Namely, it has been observed that these processes led to confusion between the sigmatic aorist and the synthetic future in general, as well as between the sigmatic aorist infinitive (ending in -σαι) and future infinitive (ending in -σειν); compare Section 2.2.4. As a consequence, passages such as (2) could be ambiguous in terms of their temporal reference in Hellenistic/Roman Greek because the infinitive δρᾶσαι could also be interpreted as the future infinitive δράσειν. According to Lucas (2012: 104) , it cannot be excluded that the formal merger between the originally perfective aoristic subjunctive and the aspectually neutral future indicative influenced the aoristic subjunctive "with regard to its aspect." A similar development perhaps concerned DeclarInfCl. As a consequence, it could be assumed that the confusion between the sigmatic aorist and future infinitive had an impact on the temporal/aspectual properties of the aorist infinitive, which could no longer convey anteriority in DeclarInfCl.
Nevertheless, it seems that the phonological processes that took place in the Hellenistic/Roman period could only partially account for the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. Strictly speaking, the aforementioned ambigu- ity concerns the sigmatic aorist (e.g., δρᾶσαι) and future infinitive rather than other infinitive forms (e.g., the "strong" aorist infinitives such as ἐλθεῖν, λαβεῖν, and ἰδεῖν and the corresponding future infinitives ἐλεύσεσθαι, λή(μ)ψεσθαι, and ὄψεσθαι). In order to account for the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, one would have to assume that the confusion between infinitives ending in -σαι and -σειν resulted in confusion between all aorist and future infinitives. However, it was already mentioned in the previous section (in connection with Mandilaras 1973: 157) that it does not seem that the situation in the language as a whole speaks in support of such an assumption. Note that the aorist infinitive is attested in a number of Classical Greek functions even in texts that avoid the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. Examples include passages (15) and (16) If the confusion between the sigmatic aorist and the future infinitive (as noted earlier) resulted in the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, then it seems reasonable to assume that other Classical Greek functions of the aorist infinitive would undergo such a process and that its results would be manifested in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine texts (the same as the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl). This is not the case, however, so it does not seem that the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl can be accounted for in terms of Hellenistic/Roman Greek phonological processes.
4.2
Two Hypotheses Concerning the Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl As already mentioned in Section 3.1, Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine Greek are also characterized by the gradual retreat of the infinitive. Although Section 3.2 showed that DeclarInfCl are attested well into the Early Byzantine period, there is also evidence suggesting that DeclarInfCl were gradually being replaced with finite complement clauses as early as the Hellenistic/Roman period (see Joseph 1983: 46-57) . The nt thus displays instances of finite complements in cases in which only DeclarInfCl were used in earlier periods, for example, after verbs of thinking. An example is example (17) As a consequence, the assumption that that the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl could be related to the process of the infinitive disappearing seems plausible.
As mentioned in Section 1, Fykias and Katsikadeli (2013) claim that infinitive clauses were "tensed" in Classical Greek. In addition, they call this state of affairs non-canonical and, as a consequence, short lasting: "There are also good reasons for assuming that this non-canonical state of affairs … was in force for a relatively limited time span in the history of Greek" (Fykias & Katsikadeli 2013: 39-40) . This makes it possible to assume that, in the process of the infinitive disappearing, the aorist infinitive was omitted from DeclarInfCl because it is not common for DeclarInfCl to convey temporal distinction (Hypothesis 1).35 35 This hypothesis appears to be additionally supported by the fact that, judging from the kavčič Journal of Greek Linguistics 16 (2016) 266-311
In addition, Thorley (1989) observes that in the nt the majority of DeclarInfCl contains a stative present infinitive, with the aorist and the future infinitive being avoided: "By the 1st century ad the infinitive construction had in any case lost ground to ὅτι, and though it was far from defunct it was apparently in common usage becoming restricted to statements about a present state" (Thorley 1989: 295) .
This observation draws attention to another property of DeclarInfCl, namely, to high frequencies of stative infinitives. In terms of DeclarInfCl containing the present infinitive, the same phenomenon was observed in Sections 2.1.2, 2.2.3, and 3.2. In diachronic terms, this tendency seems to be manifested in DeclarInfCl containing the future infinitive: non-Atticistic texts displaying such clauses (namely, the nt and Call., v. Hyp.) employ only the future infinitive ἔσεσθαι.36 As a consequence, another hypothesis can be suggested (Hypothesis 2): namely, that in the process of the infinitive disappearing, DeclarInfCl containing non-stative verbs were affected earlier than DeclarInfCl containing stative verbs, regardless of their temporal reference (i.e., whether they refer to simultaneity, posteriority, or anteriority). As a consequence, DeclarInfCl would display an increasing diachronic tendency towards containing stative verbs. According to this hypothesis, DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive would display a decline because the aorist infinitive of stative verbs tends to be nonstative. This claim is based on Fanning's study of aspect in nt Greek: "The aorist aspect with states denotes most frequently the entrance of the subject into the condition denoted by the verb. Thus, it makes a shift in sense and in effect becomes a kind of active verb" (Fanning 1990: 137) .
For both hypotheses, Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive have to be interpreted as (primarily) referring to current states, as appears to be the case in Classical Greek passage (4); see Section 2.
Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine texts investigated, the synthetic future infinitive was not replaced in DeclarInfCl by future periphrases. If it were common for DeclarInfCl to convey temporal distinctions, one could expect that in the post-Classical period the future periphrastic form would adopt the function of conveying posteriority in DeclarInfCl. However, the corpus investigated does not display any significant use of future periphrases such as μέλλω + inf. and ἔχω + inf., which tended towards substituting for the synthetic future in these periods (cf. Markopoulos 2009: 49, 85) . 36
Compare Hult (1990: 198) , who draws attention to the same phenomenon, as well as Section 2. It is beyond doubt that this clause is declarative, thus calling into question the assumption that it is uncommon for DeclarInfCl to convey temporal distinctions. Below it is argued that, in terms of Ancient Greek, the decline of the future and aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl does not necessarily mean that DeclarInfCl could no longer convey temporality because the perfect infinitive could have adopted the function of conveying anteriority in the post-Classical period.
5.1
The Function of the Perfect Infinitive in DeclarInfCl In diachronic terms, the Ancient Greek perfect underwent a change in which its temporal properties were becoming increasingly prominent. First, this is manifested with the emergence of the so-called anterior perfect. (This term is explained and exemplified in Section 2.) Subsequently, it appears that the perfect could function as a perfective past, thus functionally merging with the aorist. It seems to remain open when this development took place. Although some have found examples of this perfective use in the Roman period (Horrocks 2010: 176-178; Blass, Debrunner, & Rehkopf 2001: 281) or even earlier (Chantraine 1927: 187) , it has also been suggested that this is a much later development, dating to late Antiquity (Porter 1989; McKay 1980 McKay , 1981 .
This semantic development of the Ancient Greek perfect is also reflected in DeclarInfCl. On the one hand, it seems that at least in some cases the resultative meaning of the perfect infinitive was also retained in the post-Classical period. An example is in (19):37 The context shows that the perfect infinitive πεποιθέναι refers to the current state (of having confidence) rather than an anterior event (of having obtained it). This is indicated by the use of the present tense in the preceding sentence: ἡμεῖς γάρ ἐσμεν ἡ περιτομή … καυχώμενοι ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ καὶ οὐκ ἐν σαρκὶ πεποιθό-τες, καίπερ ἐγὼ ἔχων πεποίθησιν καὶ ἐν σαρκί (loc. cit.) 'we are the circumcision … who boast in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh, though I myself have such confidence' . The perfect infinitive πεποιθέναι in passage (19) has the same time reference as the perfect participle πεποιθότες in the previous sentence, which (as the context shows) is the present.38
Nevertheless, the post-Classical period provides additional instances of the anterior perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl.39 An example is the perfect infinitive γεγονέναι in passage (11); compare Section 2.2.2. It refers to an anterior event that was completed in the past (namely, thundering), and the crowd is now discussing it (see nt Jn 12.28-31). The fact that the thunder is being discussed also indicates that the anterior event remains relevant, which is a property of the anterior perfect.40
Additional examples include passages (20) and (21) below. Both contain references to anterior events. It also has to be stressed that, particularly in the latter case, the DeclarInfCl appears to contain no reference to a current relevance of the anterior event. This passage seems to reflect the final stage of the semantic development of the perfect (which was referred to earlier as the perfective use). (20) It seems likely that the perfect infinitive in passage (20) refers to an anterior event that also contains a current relevance. The "sad thing" (λυπερὸν πρᾶγμα) that happened in the past concerns the author of the letter (as indicated by the personal pronoun μοι) and, as the context shows, is still causing him sorrow. Namely, passage (20) is preceded by the sentence οὐδὲν γάρ μοι λυπηρόν ἐστιν εἰ μὴ τοῦτο 'Nothing else is causing me this sorrow,' which clearly refers to the current relevance of the past event.41
On the other hand, the current relevance of anterior events is much less evident in example (21). The subject of the infinitive clause is a monk that used to steal food, as can be learned a few lines earlier in the text. After being caught and "corrected" (cf. διορθωθείς) by Hypatius, he says that he used to do this because of his ignorance (ἐν ἀγνοίᾳ τοῦτο πεποιηκέναι λέγων 'saying that he was doing this because of his ignorance'). However, the passage also stresses that this state of affairs was ultimately ended (the saint helped the monk correct his behavior), and it does not seem to remain relevant.
Example (22) is another instance of a perfect infinitive that conveys anteriority, without, as it seems, the events that took place in the past still being relevant.42 The passage is taken from Pall., h. Laus. 8, which tells the story of Amoun and begins with a DeclarInfCl containing a Perf. Inf. βεβιωκέναι 'lived/passed life': 41 It seems worth stressing that the distinctions between the resultative and the anterior perfect, as well as between the perfects that do or do not contain a reference to current relevance of anterior events, are far from clear-cut. As Crellin (2014: 36) points out, the modern analysis can differ from an interpretation of an ancient reader. As a consequence, it should not be excluded that some of the passages analyzed here were not perceived in the same manner by all speakers of Greek in Antiquity. The reading of passage (20) is thus plausible even if we assume no reference to the current relevance of anterior events; see also comments on passage (27) in Section 5.3. 42
Judging from Chantraine (1927: 187) , this use of the perfect infinitive goes back to a very early stage. Namely, he finds "aoristic" use of the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl (with the Both passages refer to the same anterior events, namely, to Amoun's life. The former introduces the paragraph that tells the story about his life, and the latter summarizes it. However, there is an important difference between the two: the DeclarInfCl in passage (22) contains a perfect infinitive, whereas the finite clause in passage (23) contains an aorist indicative. It seems difficult to argue that in (22) Amoun's life is presented as having more current relevance than in (23): this would be the case if the perfect infinitive in (22) were an instance of an anterior perfect and contained a reference to the current relevance of the past events. It is more likely that the perfect infinitive is used in DeclarInfCl with the same temporal-aspectual value as the aorist indicative in (23). In this case, the perfect infinitive refers to anteriority without containing any references to the current relevance of past events, the same as the aorist indicative in passage (23). As a consequence, it also seems plausible to assume that, if the DeclarInfCl were replaced with a finite complement clause in (22), this clause would contain an aorist rather than a perfect indicative. This phenomenon seems to have parallels in modern English. Comrie (1981: 55) , for instance, argues that, in passages such as (18) above, the perfect infinitive can be paraphrased with a finite form in the simple past, thus indicating that it contains no reference to a current relevance of anterior events.
It seem worth emphasizing that these examples are taken from Early Byzantine texts that are believed to provide relatively reliable insight into the lanlatter having no relation to any current states) already in the Classical period. If this use of the perfect infinitive goes back to the Classical period, it clearly cannot be Latin influence; compare Adams (2003: 516) and Mihevc (1959: 99). guage of the period, namely, from private letters and from non-Atticistic literary texts. In addition, a perfect infinitive is sometimes used in a DeclarInfCl together with a temporal specification of the anterior event; compare η (ἔτει) Δομιτιανοῦ 'in the seventh year of Domitian' in passage (24) Such passages clearly indicate that the perfect infinitive could convey anteriority in DeclarInfCl.43 It also has to be emphasized that passage (24) goes back to approximately the same period as the documents displaying decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl (see Section 2.2.1), thus speaking in support of the assumption that the latter phenomenon was related to the perfect infinitive adopting the function of conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl. Moreover, it is noteworthy that such passages are attested in the period in which the process of the infinitive disappearing had been well in progress,44 which does not seem to support the assumption that, in diachronic terms, DeclarInfCl tended towards omitting temporal distinctions. 45 The use of the perfect infinitive as displayed in passages (20), (21), (22), and (24) can be accounted for in terms of the tendency towards temporal properties of the perfect becoming increasingly prominent in diachronic terms. These passages speak against Hypothesis 1, according to which the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is related to a tendency towards DeclarInfCl omitting temporal distinctions,46 unless the frequencies of perfect infinitives that occur in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl and con- 43 On the significance of past-oriented temporal adverbs from a cross-linguistic perspective, see Iatridou, Anagnostopoulou, and Izvorski (2000: 154 It seems particularly important to stress this option because, according to Crellin (2014: 9, 33) , the perfect can contain no reference to anteriority as late as nt Greek. It is noteworthy that the nt also displays avoidance of the aorist infinitive DeclarInfCl. If it turned out that the perfect infinitives occurring in the nt DeclarInfCl tend to avoid containing a reference to anteriority, this would be an argument against Hypothesis 3 and would support Hypotheses 1 and 2 because the latter assume that, when used in DeclarInfCl, the perfect infinitive refers to current states rather than to anterior events.
5.2
An Alternative Hypothesis Concerning the Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl Section 2.1.1 drew attention to phenomena suggesting that the aorist infinitive encoded aspect rather than tense in Ancient Greek. From this perspective, it can be claimed that a DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive (e.g., εἰλη-φέναι 'to have obtained') displays a more transparent reference to anteriority than a DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive (e.g., λαβεῖν 'to obtain'). An additional argument supporting this assumption concerns dynamic infinitive clauses. (As mentioned in Section 1, these clauses refer to a potential event in posteriority.) The aorist infinitive is used in both DeclarInfCl and in dynamic infinitive clauses,47 which is why an infinitive clause containing an aorist infinitive can be ambiguous in terms of its temporal reference. For instance, passage 47 Greek grammars usually state that a dynamic infinitive clause is clearly distinguished from a DeclarInfCl when negated because the negative particle οὐ is used in the former and μή in the latter (cf. Rijksbaron 2006: 104, 106 On the other hand, DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive appear to be unambiguous in this respect because dynamic infinitive clauses associate with the aorist or the present infinitive rather than with the perfect infinitive.49
As a consequence, it can be argued that the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is related to the aspectual nature of the latter, which led to the perfect infinitive adopting the function of conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl (Hypothesis 3). This hypothesis contrasts with both Hypotheses 1 and 2 because it accounts for the high frequencies of perfect infinitive in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl in terms of their temporal properties (or the reference to anteriority) rather than in terms of referring to states. It relates the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl to the spread of the (anterior) perfect rather than to the process of the infinitive disappearing, which may seem a counterintuitive assumption. However, Hypothesis 3 is consistent with what appears to be a widely accepted claim about the temporal properties of the Ancient Greek perfect becoming increasingly prominent in diachronic terms.
Diachronic Tendencies Concerning the Present, Aorist, and Perfect Infinitive in DeclarInfCl
Aiming to evaluate the three hypotheses about the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, this section examines diachronic tendencies concerning the use of the present, the aorist, and the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl. It in Hellenistic/Roman and in Early Byzantine Greek because the particle μή is also used in DeclarInfCl (cf. Mayser 1934: 552-553) . 48
The same applies to passage (10); compare Section 2.2.1. 49
Compare Rijksbaron (2006: 98, 102 As already suggested in Section 2.1.2, all Classical authors display a relatively strong tendency towards DeclarInfCl containing stative present infinitives, and this tendency is even more prominent in Homer.
In Hellenistic/Roman Greek, DeclarInfCl containing non-stative present infinitives amount to 7% in the nt and to 8% in the contemporary non-literary papyri (Rom. Pap.).53 As a consequence, it can be argued that DeclarInfCl con- 50 Kavčič (Forthcoming b) largely leaves open the issue of why the aorist infinitive displays a decline in Hellenistic/Roman DeclarInfCl, focusing on their tendency towards stativity of DeclarInfCl and on the relation between DeclarInfCl and finite complement clauses. As a consequence, this study sometimes mentions that the tendency towards stativity of DeclarInfCl could account for the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. 51
The corpus contains all Greek non-literary documents occurring in the Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri (DDbDP) that go back to the third / early second century bc and contain instances of DeclarInfCl. 52
In addition, the following terms are used in the figures of this section: v bc and iv bc (= authors and works dating back to the 5th and 4th centuries bc, listed in fn. 9); Rom. Pap., v ad: see fn. 34. 53
Compare Section 2.2.3.
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taining stative present infinitives show only a weak tendency to gradually prevail over those containing non-stative present infinitives in the period between Classical and Hellenistic/Roman Greek. On the other hand, this tendency is less prominent in the non-Atticistic authors of the 5th century ad; see data concerning v ad in Figure 5 . Based on the texts investigated, it could thus hardly be claimed that, in diachronic terms, DeclarInfCl containing present infinitives display a prominent increasing tendency towards containing stative verbs (compare Kavčič Forthcoming b). Nevertheless, it was suggested in Section 4.2 that this tendency might be manifested in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl containing the future infinitive, with the latest examples of this construction containing the (stative) future infinitive ἔσεσθαι. Future infinitives are frequently nonstative in Classical Greek DeclarInfCl (as well as earlier in Homer), examples including passages (3) and (12). As a consequence, it is reasonable to assume that the retreat of the future infinitive led to DeclarInfCl containing a stative infinitive being more common in Hellenistic/Roman and in Early Byzantine Greek than in earlier periods. According to Hypothesis 2, this increasing tendency towards DeclarInfCl containing a stative infinitive could account for the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. Namely, DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive contrast with this tendency because they tend to be non-stative; compare Section 4.2. Note that DeclarInfCl containing a stative infinitive represent at least 75% of all DeclarInfCl in the nt, 70% in Call., v. Hyp., and 80% in Jo. Mosch., Prat. (to cite examples of least Atticistic texts).54 Although these data represent only minimum frequencies of the stative infini-
54
In addition to passage (14), Early Byzantine examples of DeclarInfCl containing a stative verb include Call, v. Hyp. 78, 98, 140; Marc. Diac., v. Porph. 5, 18, 65, 12; Jo. Mosch, Prat., 2901 kavčič Journal of Greek Linguistics 16 (2016) 266-311 figure 6 DeclarInfCl containing aorist/perfect infinitives diachronically tives in DeclarInfCl (perfect infinitives are not counted as stative here), they could nonetheless be used in support of Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2, as well as the issue of whether or not perfect infinitives can be interpreted as stative, is re-examined in Section 6.3, and another important conclusion that can be drawn from Figure 5 concerns the synchronic perspective on DeclarInfCl. Namely, it is not uncommon for DeclarInfCl to contain high frequencies of stative present infinitives, in addition to displaying temporal distinctions. For instance, DeclarInfCl containing a future infinitive are common in Classical Greek as well as earlier in Homer; see Figure 4 .55 Figure 6 shows that DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive display a significant increase after Classical Greek (i.e., in the Hellenistic Papyri [Hell. Pap.] , in the nt, in the contemporary non-literary [Rom. Pap.] and in the 5th century ad [v ad]). At the same time, DeclarInfCl containing an aorist infinitive display a decreasing tendency, although the aorist infinitive appears somehow more common in Polybius. His language is sometimes characterized as "official koine" (Horrocks 2010: 97) , which is why his texts are perhaps less representative of Hellenistic/Roman Greek than non-literary papyri and the nt.
Diachronic Tendencies in DeclarInfCl Containing a Perfect Infinitive
Because Figure 6 shows a decline in the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, with a parallel increase in the perfect infinitive in this construction, it necessarily draws attention to Hypothesis 3 because this hypothesis relates the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl to the increase of the perfect infinitive. Namely, it claims that the perfect infinitive replaced the aorist infinitive in the a, 2901 b, 1912 a, 3924 d, etc. Examples from the nt and contemporary non-literary papyri: Kavčič (Forthcoming a).
55
Homeric examples of DeclarInfCl referring to posteriority/anteriority include Il.1.58, Il. 1.517, Il. 9.683, Od. 5.300, and Od. 10.284; see also Chantraine (1953: 306) .
Journal of Greek Linguistics 16 (2016) 266-311 function of conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl.56 Nevertheless, these data can be used in support of Hypothesis 3 only if the increasing tendency concerning DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive is related to the spread of the perfect infinitive that conveyed anteriority in this construction.
In addition, Figure 6 shows that DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive display decreasing tendencies between the Roman and the Early Byzantine periods; see data concerning nt, Rom. Pap., v ad and vi/vii ad. On the one hand, this is the expected situation. Namely, the Ancient Greek perfect underwent a restructuring process during this period, leading to its eventual substitution with periphrastic forms (cf. Horrocks 2010: 176-178) . According to Mandilaras (1973: 219-220 ), a steady decrease in the use of the perfect can be shown from at least the 2nd century ad.57 The perfect is thus about one-tenth as frequent in the 5th century ad as in the 1st century ad, whereas in the 6th century ad, it is 27% as frequent as in the 1st century ad (loc. cit.). Based on Figure 6 , it can be argued that the process was less steady in the case of the perfect infinitive occurring in DeclarInfCl than in the language as whole. In the Early Byzantine texts investigated, perfect infinitives occurring in DeclarInfCl are about equally as common as in the nt, although they do appear to be somehow less common in the Roman papyri contemporary with the nt. However, this decrease does not seem to have been as steady as was the case with the perfect in the language as a whole.58 This persistent use of the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl could be used in support of Hypothesis 3 if it is related to a tendency towards perfect infinitives conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl. If, on the other hand, the perfect infinitive in Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl tended towards referring to current states rather than to anterior events, this would be an argument against Hypothesis 3 and would support Hypotheses 1 and 2.
56
Compare Section 5.2. 57
Compare Duhoux (2000: 425) . 58
In the Early Byzantine authors investigated, DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive range between 10% (in Marc the Deacon) and 31% (in Callinicus). In other words, such clauses are about half as frequent in Marc the Deacon, who displays the least common use of DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive, as in the New Testament (nt), and they are one-third as common in this author as in the non-literary papyri contemporary with the nt. (As shown in Section 2.2.2, such clauses amount to 21 % of all DeclarInfCl in the nt and to 34.5% in the contemporary non-literary papyri.) In Callinicus, who displays the most common use of DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive, such clauses are somehow more common than in the nt and about equally as common as in the contemporary nonliterary papyri. The issue of whether or not the two diachronic tendencies observed in connection with Figure 6 are related to a tendency towards DeclarInfCl associating with anterior perfect infinitives is taken up in the next section.
6.2.1
The Spread of the Perfect Infinitive in DeclarInfCl: A Semantic Perspective It has been suggested that the anterior perfect became particularly common in the late Classical period (from the 4th century ad onwards; see Haug 2008: 302) .59 From this perspective the spread of the perfect infinitive as shown in Figure 6 is likely to be a result of the spread of the anterior (rather than the resultative) perfect infinitive in the construction investigated.
In addition, DeclarInfCl occurring in the Hellenistic/Roman texts investigated, as well as in the Early Byzantine texts, contain perfect infinitives of verbs whose active perfect forms are not attested before the 4th century bc (according to tlg). Examples include the infinitives ἀπενηνοχέναι 'have carried away' , ἠγορακέναι 'have bought' , δεδανεικέναι 'have borrowed' , κεχρηματικέναι 'have negotiated' (the first occurrence of this perfect in the fourth century bc); κατηντηκέναι 'have arrived' , συμπεφωνηκέναι 'have agreed' , and προσανειληφέναι 'have adopted' (the first occurrence in the 3rd century bc or later). The fact that the construction investigated displays instances of perfect infinitive forms that were not used before the late Classical period speaks in itself in support of the assumption that it was affected by the spread of the anterior perfect. Namely, such innovative forms are believed to be associated with the function of the anterior perfect; see Haspelmath (1992: 212-215) and Haug (2008: 302) . The latter also observes that the spread of the anterior perfect in Ancient Greek is characterized by the emergence of (active) perfect forms of atelic verbs (loc. cit.). An example from the list above is the Perf. Inf. κεχρηματικέναι (active perfect infinitive of the verb χρηματίζω 'negotiate'). This is another indication that the spread of the perfect infinitive as shown in Figure 6 was related to the spread of the anterior perfect in the construction investigated.
In general, most of the above infinitives that do not occur in the construction investigated before the Hellenistic/Roman period are agent-oriented (e.g., ἀπενηνοχέναι 'have carried away' , ἠγορακέναι 'have bought' , δεδανεικέναι 'have borrowed' , κατηντηκέναι 'have arrived'), which is a property of the anterior rather than the resultative perfect (Haspelmath 1992: 212) . In the non-literary papyri contemporary with the nt, and in the Early Byzantine texts investigated, 59 Nevertheless, some studies place this development to an earlier period; see Slings (1994: 244) , Duhoux (2000: 430) , and Bentein (2012a: 184) .
agent-oriented perfect infinitives account for more than half of the perfect infinitives occurring in DeclarInfCl, whereas in the nt agent-oriented perfect infinitives amount to 43% of the perfect infinitives occurring in this construction.60 All of these texts also display the avoidance of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. Because these numbers are far from insignificant, it could hardly be argued that DeclarInfCl tend to avoid containing a perfect infinitive with a reference to anterior events in texts displaying avoidance of the aorist infinitive in this construction. (As suggested in Section 5.1, such a tendency would speak against Hypothesis 3 and in support of Hypotheses 1 and 2.) In general, DeclarInfCl containing agent-oriented perfect infinitives are less common in earlier texts that do not display the avoidance of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. For instance, such clauses amount to approximately 31 % of DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive in Polybius, whereas they are even less common in earlier periods: they amount to 23% of DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive in the 5th-century bc authors, and appear to be uncommon in Homer. These data show that there is a correlation between the spread of the anterior perfect in Ancient Greek and the two diachronic tendencies observed in connection with Figure 6 ; namely, the spread of the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl, as displayed in the period after the 4th century bc (see Figure 6 ), as well as the perfect infinitive being relatively common in the construction investigated in the Early Byzantine period (when the use of the perfect appears to show a steady decrease in the language as a whole).61 It also seems worth stressing that at least some perfect infinitives occurring in Hellenistic/Roman and in Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl refer to anteriority and do not seem to contain any reference to the current relevance of the anterior event; examples include passages (21) and (22).62 As suggested in the previous section, these data speak in support of Hypothesis 3.
60
These data include agent-oriented perfect infinitives that are already attested in the Classical period; for example, the perfect infinitive πεποιηκέναι (see example 5 in Section 2). 61
It is also true that the post-Classical period displays instances of DeclarInfCl containing a resultative perfect infinitive; an example is passage (19) above. However, this does not contradict the assumption that some perfect infinitives conveyed anteriority in this construction. 62
It may be observed that in this section the emphasis is placed on active rather than on passive perfect infinitives. Passive perfect infinitives are attested in DeclarInfCl from the earliest texts onwards. However, there seems to be a decreasing diachronic tendency in their use in DeclarInfCl. In Homer, they account for approximately 70% of all infinitives was also a tendency towards the perfect becoming increasingly prominent. This has been claimed in major traditional studies as well as modern studies of the history of the Greek perfect (Wackernagel 1904; Chantraine 1927; Haspelmath 1992: 194-217; Haug 2008: 292; Bentein 2012a) .
It is clear that not all anterior perfect infinitives are transitive,63 and also that throughout its history the perfect could be used transitively. Haspelmath (1992: 202) , among others, points this out, adding nonetheless that in Homer transitive perfects are "semantically based exceptions." In the case of the resultative perfect, the object was effected rather than affected, whereas there were no such restrictions concerning the transitivity of the anterior perfect; see Haspelmath (1992: 210-216) .64 It is therefore reasonable to assume that if, in diachronic terms, transitive perfect infinitives were becoming increasingly common in DeclarInfCl, this tendency was likely a result of the spread of the anterior perfect infinitive in this construction. If, on the other hand, the diachronic perspective showed no increase in transitive perfect infinitives in DeclarInfCl, it would be more likely that the construction retained its original semantics (cf. Kavčič Forthcoming b).
Frequencies of DeclarInfCl containing transitive perfect infinitives (TransPerf) are presented in Figure 7 . Figure 7 clearly shows that, in general, all Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine texts investigated display higher frequencies of transitive perfect infinitives in DeclarInfCl than Classical texts, with the minor exception of the nt. The share of DeclarInfCl containing transitive perfect infinitives amounts in DeclarInfCl, and in Polybius approximately 40 %, and they are even less common in Hellenistic/Roman non-literary papyri (13%). Because it is believed that the passive associates with the resultative meaning, this appears to be another indication that the anterior perfect was more common in DeclarInfCl than the resultative perfect (see Haug 2004: 398; Haspelmath 1992: 198, 214) . 63
In the corpus investigated, examples of intransitive perfect infinitives that contain a reference to anteriority include passages (11), (20), (22), and (24). 64
Moreover, Bentein (2012a) draws attention to the scalar concept of transitivity (as conceptualized in Hopper & Thompson 1980) and its significance for the history of the Greek perfect. Perfectivity and agent-orientedness, which in diachronic terms were becoming increasingly prominent features of the Ancient Greek perfect, are thus also hightransitivity features (Hopper & Thompson 1980: 252) ; see also Section 2 on agent-orientedness.
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to 28% of all DeclarInfCl containing a perfect infinitive in the nt, and approximately 37% of such DeclarInfCl in contemporary non-literary papyri (Rom. Pap.).65 It has to be stressed that they appear to be common even in Early Byzantine texts (see data under v ad and vi/vii ad), although the perfect in general (as well as the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl) displays a decline during this period, as already mentioned in Section 6.2. The transitive perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl, in contrast, does not display such a decline. As a consequence, it can be assumed that the decline of the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl, as observed in Figure 6 , is a result of a decline in DeclarInfCl containing a passive and intransitive active perfect infinitive. It is worth mentioning that this tendency is not manifested by Classical literary and later Atticistic texts. DeclarInfCl containing a transitive perfect infinitive are highly uncommon in Homer and Herodotus, which is the expected state of affairs (given that the anterior perfect is believed to be rare before the end of the Classical period and that this perfect tends to be transitive).66 However, data on Classical literary and later Atticistic texts appear to be rather inconclusive: DeclarInfCl containing transitive perfect infinitives are about equally frequent in Polybius (37% of perfect infinitives in DeclarInfCl), and much earlier in Sophocles (31%). In addition, such clauses are about equally as common in the Roman period in Lucian (12 %) as in Classical Greek in Aristophanes (12.5 %). In Procopius, a much later classicizing author, this ratio reaches 23% of perfect infinitives in DeclarInfCl (and is thus lower than, e.g., in Sophocles and Polybius). In other words, Classical literary and later Atticistic texts do not display an increasing diachronic tendency towards DeclarInfCl containing a transitive perfect infinitive. Moreover, these texts do not appear to display the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl at all, with the style of Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine Atticistic texts being highly conservative.68 This, in turn, can be used in support of the assumption that the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is related to the spread of the transitive perfect (and, in more general terms, to the spread of the anterior perfect infinitive) in this construction. In other words, these data support Hypothesis 3: namely, the fact that only texts displaying a decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl (i.e., nonliterary documents and non-Atticistic literary texts) also display an increasing tendency for the transitive perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl is consistent with the assumption that the two phenomena are related to one another, which is claimed by this hypothesis.
6.2.3
The Perfect According to Crellin (2014) : Further Evidence for the Temporal Use of the Perfect Infinitive in DeclarInfCl A recent article by Crellin (2014) sheds light on the semantics of the perfect in the nt from the perspective of the Gothic translation. His findings are particularly significant because they provide insight into how the Greek perfect was perceived by Wulfila (ca. 311-383), a bilingual individual whose level of Greek shows "sensitivity to the subtleties of the Greek language" (Crellin 2014: 17) . The study focuses on the active perfect forms and shows that, whereas the perfects of "non-state" verbs are regularly translated into Gothic with past tense forms, the perfects of "state" and "change-of-state" verbs could be translated by past or non-past tense forms (Crellin 2014: 38) .69 Although he studies the indicative rather than the infinitive, the majority (approximately 90 %) of the perfect infinitives in the nt DeclarInfCl are active and can thus be tested according to the parameters applying in the case of the indicative.
The analysis shows that most of the perfect infinitives occurring in nt DeclarInfCl belong to the category of "change-of-state" verbs (48 % of all DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive in the nt). In general, these verbs allow a past or non-past interpretation. However, DeclarInfCl also contain instances of perfect infinitives of "change-of-location" verbs, which the Gothic translator regularly translates as past tense forms (Crellin 2014: 32) including ἐκπεφευγέναι (the perfect infinitive of the verb ἐκφεύγω 'flee away' in Acts 16.27), as well as ὑστερηκέναι (the perfect infinitive of the verb ὑστερέω 'come later than') in Heb 4.1 and in 2Cor 11.5. These instances represent 15 % of all perfect infinitives in the nt DeclarInfCl. In addition, active perfect infinitives are very frequent in DeclarInfCl occurring in the corpus of the non-literary papyri contemporary with the nt. They amount to 87% of all perfect infinitives in the construction. When compared with the nt, this corpus displays an even more common use of the perfect infinitive, which according to Crellin (2014) correspond to past tense interpretation. Active perfect infinitives of "non-state" and "change-of-location" verbs (which associate with past-tense interpretations in Gothic) amount to 30 % of all DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive, whereas active perfect infinitives of "change-of-state" verbs amount at 40% of such clauses.70 Although in the latter case not all DeclarInfCl may correspond to past-tense interpretation, it seems reasonable to assume that at least 30% of DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive were perceived as referring to anteriority.
The analysis therefore shows that in the nt in the corpus of contemporary non-literary papyri, although most of the perfect infinitives may have allowed a past or a non-past tense oriented interpretation, it is very likely that at least some of them could only be interpreted as past tense forms. At the same time, this period displays avoidance of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. As a consequence, these data speak in support of Hypothesis 3 because this hypothesis claims that the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl is related to the perfect infinitive adopting the function of conveying anteriority in the construction.
It might be argued that the shortcoming of this evidence concerns the fact that it shows how a bilingual individual in the 4th century ad perceived the Ancient Greek perfect. Perhaps the same perfects were not perceived in the same manner a few centuries earlier, and perhaps it is more reasonable to claim that Wulfila's account of the Greek perfect provides an insight into the percep- (Forthcoming a) . The classification of the verbs into "state", "change-of-state", and "change-of-location" verbs is according to Crellin (2014: 29-30 tion of this form in his own times (the 4th century ad). In this case, Crellin's findings can be applied to Early Byzantine rather than to earlier texts. The majority of active perfect infinitives in DeclarInfCl occurring in Early Byzantine texts investigated are perfects of "change-of-state" verbs, which allow for non-past tense interpretations. However, these texts also occasionally display DeclarInfCl containing perfect infinitives that usually correspond to past-tense interpretations. An example is passage (21) above, which contains the perfect infinitive of a "non-state" verb (ποιέω 'do').71 It can thus be argued that, at least in the Early Byzantine period (if not earlier) and in the text displaying the avoidance of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, some DeclarInfCl containing the perfect infinitive were likely to be interpreted as referring to anteriority. In this case, the avoidance of DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive can be accounted for with Hypothesis 3 for the Early Byzantine texts rather than for earlier texts.
6.3
Hypotheses on the Decline of the Aorist Infinitive in DeclarInfCl Revisited Section 6.2 offered evidence supporting Hypothesis 3 on the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl, according to which this phenomenon is related to the perfect infinitive adopting the function of conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl: first, by showing that the decline of the aorist infinitive coincides with a spread of the perfect infinitive in DeclarInfCl and, second, by showing that this spread is related to the use of the anterior perfect infinitive.
Hypothesis 3 is based on the assumption that temporal properties of the perfect were becoming increasingly prominent in the post-Classical period. Although this is the predominant view, it is worth emphasizing that some scholars have claimed that the perfect retained its stative meaning until late (namely, until at least the 5th century ad; cf. McKay 1980 McKay , 1981 Porter 1989) . If this is accepted, Hypotheses 1 and 2 gain ground at the expense of Hypothesis 3 because, according to both hypotheses, the perfect infinitives in DeclarInfCl refer to current states (cf. Section 4.2), with Hypothesis 2 being more plausible than Hypothesis 1. Namely, although DeclarInfCl appear to tend towards omitting temporal distinctions in diachronic terms (the expectation of Hypoth- Because the context refers to the agent's satisfaction with the sale, it can be argued that the perfect infinitive πεπρακέναι 'to have sold' contains even in this very late example a reference to a current state in the sense of continuing relevance of an anterior event and that, as a consequence, the perfect infinitive could not have substituted for the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl because its function in this construction was not identical with the function of the aorist infinitive.
Nevertheless, the reading of the same passage seems plausible even if the perfect infinitive πεπρακέναι 'to have sold' is understood in its temporal value, without assuming any reference to a current state (in the meaning of the continuing relevance of the anterior event). Section 6.1 also shows that, from the synchronic perspective, it is not unacceptable for DeclarInfCl to contain predominantly stative present infinitives in addition to conveying temporal distinctions. As a consequence, the assumption that Hellenistic/Roman and Early
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Byzantine DeclarInfCl contain predominantly stative present infinitives, with the perfect infinitive conveying temporal distinctions (namely, anteriority), appears to be acceptable. Moreover, passages (21), (22), and (24), in addition to what appears to be a significant tendency towards DeclarInfCl associating with anterior perfect infinitives,73 strongly support Hypothesis 3. According to this hypothesis, the perfect infinitive conveyed anteriority in Hellenistic/Roman and in Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl (and replaced the aorist infinitive in this function). This conclusion contrasts with studies according to which the perfect remained stative until Early Byzantine Greek. Namely, it allows for the perfect infinitive to convey anteriority and occur in the non-stative use much earlier in Hellenistic/Roman Greek, although it cannot be excluded that in some casesfor example, in passage (27)-the perfect infinitive was perhaps perceived as containing a reference to a current state. It is noteworthy that the aforementioned studies mostly focus on the perfect indicative rather than on the infinitive. Perhaps one should not exclude the possibility that the tendency towards the perfect adopting temporal properties was more prominent in the case of the perfect infinitive (when used in DeclarInfCl) than in the case of the indicative. Namely, if it is accepted that the aorist infinitive encoded aspect rather than tense (cf. Section 2.1.1), it can be argued that no Ancient Greek infinitive encoded anteriority before the perfect infinitive became past-oriented. As a result, the tendency towards the perfect infinitive adopting the temporal function in DeclarInfCl was perhaps particularly prominent. As already mentioned in Section 5.1, such a development could have its parallel in English. According to Comrie (1981: 55) , the "perfect" meaning of the present perfect is thus "neutralized" in some non-finite constructions, for example, in passage (18).74 As a result, these constructions convey anteriority without retaining reference to the current relevance of anterior events and are "paraphrasable" in English with a finite verb in the simple past rather than in the present perfect (loc. cit.). In addition, ter Beek (2010: 43) observes the same phenomenon in Dutch, and in Greek it appears to be manifested in passages (22) and (23), with the perfect infinitive βεβιωκέναι being paraphrased, as it seems, with the aorist indicative ἐβίωσε.
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In this case, the term perfect is synonymous with the term anterior perfect, and the term perfect meaning refers to the perfect, which expresses an anterior event with a current relevance; compare fn. 4.
Conclusion
DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive appear to display a decline after the end of the Classical period because Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine non-literary papyri as well as a number of non-Atticistic literary texts seem to avoid such clauses. However, DeclarInfCl containing the aorist infinitive were relatively uncommon in Classical Greek as well as earlier in Homer. In addition, they were restricted to anterior perfective events, which supports the assumption that the aorist infinitive encoded aspect rather than tense. I have suggested and examined here three hypotheses concerning the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl. It may seem plausible to assume that this phenomenon was related to the process of the infinitive disappearing, which evidently took place in Hellenistic/Roman and in Early Byzantine Greek. Hypotheses 1 and 2 relate the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl to this process. According to Hypothesis 1, it is uncommon for DeclarInfCl to convey temporal distinctions, which is why, in diachronic terms, the aorist infinitive (the function of which was to convey anteriority in Classical Greek) displays a decline in DeclarInfCl. According to Hypothesis 2, in diachronic terms DeclarInfCl display an increasing tendency towards containing stative verbs. As a consequence, the aorist infinitive was avoided in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl because such clauses tend to be non-stative.
Hypothesis 1 turned out to be least plausible of the three because, first, not much evidence supports the claim that it is highly uncommon for DeclarInfCl to convey temporal distinctions. For instance, at least some modern languages appear to convey temporality in DeclarInfCl as well. In addition, this hypothesis does not account for the fact that the majority of DeclarInfCl contain a stative infinitive in Early Byzantine Greek (as well as earlier in Hellenistic/Roman Greek). As a consequence, Hypothesis 2 appears more plausible than Hypothesis 1, particularly if it is assumed that all perfect infinitives occurring in DeclarInfCl remained stative up until Early Byzantine Greek. The latter assumption is consistent with some studies of the perfect in this period. It is nonetheless clear that the perfect infinitive could convey anteriority and occur in Hellenistic/Roman and Early Byzantine DeclarInfCl in the non-stative use. As a consequence, this paper argues that Hypothesis 3 is the most plausible of the three. According to this hypothesis, the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl was related to the aspectual nature of the aorist infinitive, which led to the perfect infinitive adopting the function of conveying anteriority in DeclarInfCl. This hypothesis is supported, first of all, by the fact that, in diachronic terms, the decline of the aorist infinitive in DeclarInfCl appears to coincide with an increase of the perfect infinitive in this construction. Sec-
